CHAMPION TANDA'S CHRISTMAS SYMBOL

"Devoted To Basenjis World-wide"
"MY FIRST NIGHT OF A 'PUTTY CAT' AND YOU THOUGHT NOTHING WOULD TAKE THE CURL OUT OF MY TAIL!"

**POETS’ CORNER**

BEAUL JABBER

Basenjis Do!

Yeah, that’s my son just in the ring
And there’s my daughter too –
Their first time out and full of bounce.
To see what they can do.
Just wait until, through rain and cold
And breasting sun as well,
They’ve bumped in crates, on rutty roads
For miles that I could tell.
They’ll wish they’d stayed at home with
And never seen a show;
But if I owned the purest true
It’s this – I’d love to go.

--- Carolyn Forse
--- BAFA

**BREEDERS’ DIRECTORY**

COLUMBIA

**COLOMBIA**

**MOSSOPI**

Missouri

**Missouri**

**Vanetts**'s Basenjis

Florence & Paul Van Ormer

724 East Franklin

Clinton 64735

PH: 314, 885-4504

PUPPIES, ADULTS, STUDS

**OHIO**

**Vanetts**’s Basenjis

Florence & Paul Van Ormer

724 East Franklin

Clinton 64735

PH: 314, 885-4504

PUPPIES, ADULTS, STUDS

**WASHINGTON**

**Segarritts’ Basenjis**

Alvin E. Segarritt

Box 972

Auburn 98002

PH: 206, 624-2902

PUPPIES, STUDS

**TEXAS**

**Daffodwal Basenjis**

Dorothy F. Weese

440 West Gulf Drive

San Antonio 78215

PH: 512, 433-1546

PUPPIES, STUDS

**WISCONSIN**

**Marek Basenjis**

Martha & Earl Keller

Route 1

Slinger 53086

PH: (414) 644-0828

PUPPIES, STUDS

**CALIFORNIA**

**BYLU BASENJIS**

Bad & Lyla J. Yocum

4251 9th Street

Sacramento 95820

PH: 916, 431-7777

PUPPIES, ADULTS, STUDS

**COLORADO**

**BREEZERS BASENJIS**

Fred & Judy Webb

17264 North 17th Street

Phoenix 85022

PH: 602, 942-5265

PUPPIES, ADULTS, STUDS
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The Basenji Club of Great Britain

Ch. Tan Da's Christmas Symbol, pictured on the cover this month, was bred by Mrs. Trego and exhibited by Mr. and Mrs. C. Trego. This Basenji, born in 1965, has won numerous awards and is recognized for its exceptional coat and intelligence. The breed is known for its agility, speed, and ability to perform in various activities.

The Cover Story

Honey and Dear

The Basenji Club of Great Britain is a dedicated group of enthusiasts who promote the breed through events and exhibitions.

Basenji Club of Great Britain

Elegance our Trademark

Princess has won three majors out of six Shows. Bred her.

BYLU Basenjis

Bud & Ylou Yocum

4520 5th Street
Sacramento, California 95820

BYLU's Egyptian Princess

Owners: Gordon & Pat Work

"Honey" and "Dear"


Am. Basenji Club of Great Britain

"Are we going to enter her, dear?"

"Oh, I don't know, honey. You know how absolutely awful she looks right now. Maybe we should just sell her."

"She could make up to $1,000. All of the money will be spent on her!"

"Pf! You just who do they think they are? Sell me! Nobody sells me! If they think they picked me from my litter on their own, they're crazier than I thought."

I saw them coming that day and I picked them out myself as the perfect pair, I spent fifteen minutes cleaning off my white, all that the hair in my mouth is really horrible but no matter what I still get myself to just grin these shoes looking too. Looked like a bloody Bankett, I didn't think that snow job was about the tips in my career."

"I canats who could ask for a better deal? Nice soft sofa, and those pillows, ah-h-h, what better comfort is there?"

"And at night I get my back up against "Dear" and absolutely "Honey" right over the edge. (Honey doesn't think much of my goodness.)"

The mud, I eat better than they do. Got to keep in show condition, tra-la. Honey has this absolutely landscaped yard in back (out over a hundred dollars on a fence for little lil' mud)."

"Actually, I should say "bad" a landscaped yard. I fixed that though. I must admit the taste of hot tub leaves something to be desired, and I suffered tremendous pain from unaccustomed grass under my paws, all of which made a perfect goal for the rose bushes, but I must make sacrifices sometimes, don't you agree? Honey doesn't like to look at all that plain grass out there now, and I could fix that for him too, and I will if he doesn't watch how he talks about me.

I have lots of amusement too - there's "Shred-the-paper-de-the-dastrophe-basket," and "Crows-off-the-buckles-off-the-new-Swedish-Modern," and "Strip-the-towel-racks." (Dear likes that one, I counted seven times she had to go up."

"Anyway, he moved him back, there's also "Shred-the-standig-rh-rost," "Dirty-up-the-window-with-rose-paints," and "Run-the-cat-during-a-social-gathering." Best one of all is the "Indoor-Honey.""

"This one is pretty flexible, but my one ailment is leading him a merry chase through the neighborhood, leaping all over anything, and herooing the wall-to-wall carpeting upstairs when it's wet or cold outside."

"Well, they don't have to buy wood, you know, there are more practical ways to keep the carpet."
The Ethics of Puppy Selling

by MAXWELL KIDDE

from Dog World, July 1966

As a dog writer who sits within reach of the telephone at the "Cleveland Press," I am constantly being consulted on all sorts of problems connected with the buying and selling of puppies. Some of these problems are connected in one way or another with the ethics of breeding and selling puppies.

In other years, the bulk of the questions I have answered have been about point breeding, or merely to give advice and instructions, dealt with these subjects:

"I've just bought a puppy from the pop home and two days or a week later, it became sick. What is the seller's responsibility?"

"What recourse does the buyer have if he pays a huge veterinary bill?"

"Has he any recourse if the pup dies soon after he gets it?"

"The AKC dog. The advertisement in the newspaper said the pups were 'AKC.' Or alternatively, 'pedigreed,' which is a way of indicating that the dog is registered, or can be. Now the buyer has a legal right to demand registration papers, or even an application to register a puppy from a registered litter."

What recourse does the buyer have? Can he get his money back? Can he get a refund of part of the purchase price? Can he force the breeder to take back the dog?

Today, a whole new series of problems has arisen. They stem in part from a major policy of the American Kennel Club, the AKC. The AKC has decided that a judge need not require a judge to disqualify dogs with only one sterile descended (embryonic) or with neither descended (embryonic). Hip dysplasia has now become a major crippling disease in dogs that grow up relatively healthy in those weighing more than 25 pounds. But patella dislocations in Dogs thus have become more common. Hip dysplasia seems to have joined the parade. Formerly it was seen only in German Shepherds, and whether or not the breeders have been to severe shoulder strains.

In recent years, I am informed, there have been reports of some breeds suffering from tenderness in the hip joint. Many of them have been successfully treated by surgery. The American Kennel Club requires that the complete chain of ownership be known and that the hip dysplasia be a factor in determining the name of the new owner. This is, in general, the rule. We should all leave the space in which we should have included the new name of the owner.

The American Kennel Club requires that a dog's name be a registered trademark for its registration certificate.

One or more of the successful owners may have failed to endorse the papers, or may have signed the certificate, but not included the name of the new owner. This is, in general, the rule. We should all leave the space in which we should have included the new name of the owner.

The American Kennel Club requires that the complete chain of ownership be known and that the hip dysplasia be a factor in determining the name of the new owner. This is, in general, the rule. We should all leave the space in which we should have included the new name of the owner.
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**CURRENT CONTENDER**

Joyce Boehm, our Club Secretary, for this report as I was unable to attend.

**NEKEE'S BLACK DENDERA**

(Ch. Cambria's Nyokali x Ch. Congolese Black Tamarind)

Litter sister to Ch. Black Fula Filand

"Derek" shown going WB. BOE for a five point major, 6/25/46, at the Beverly Hills B.C. Judge M. Riddle. Owner: Sally Gremley. Co-owned by Co-owner: Breeder: Patricia J. Eker (NEKEE BASENJIS) 13917 South Trues Avenue, Hawthorne, California 90250.

**SEPTMBER 1966 THE BASENJI**

Hey, that's Mom and Dad. Hi, folks! Surprised to see me?

I'll say, we thought you'd never make it.

Cool yourself, kiddo, when I was your age I was finished and was your mother already.

So I talk to understanding people on my hands.

How you talk to your mother, young lady, we're not no people, you may have noticed.

The Great European import, my father. You know I've been hearing some very nasty rumors about you - to the tune of how obedient and well mannered you are. It's getting so I can barely hold my head up in public. And they're expecting some such behavior from me.

Don't fret, kid, my handler started the whole thing, there's not a word of truth in it - just wait until I get home again.

Oh, I get the idea - keeps guessing, doesn't it? I'll have to file that little gem for future reference.

Never thought the little hints you learned at your daddy's knee. Better straighten up, I see your mother, if you'll excuse the expression, I mean owner coming this way - you see later, good luck!

Oh my, he's right, I'd better not relax. Buy, are they super right or what? They're trying not to show it though - after all the price they charged for them, they're probably relieved. Not that Dear would trade me in, but I sure don't trust Honey.

For my record, her head's on, now ever so gracefully off the bench. So that's a judge! Oh, someone should buy me some such creature, I would love it. Probably likes Poodles. Uh-oh, that's the one Dear was carrying.

Like my type, I hope he didn't see my expression - well, I don't like the ring either. How could they let them cross in front. Hey, they've almost hitting each other, Pretty good! Dear hasn't noticed yet, better pull back on the lead. Hey, she's won almost all the time. Work your head, Honey. Ariel, you want it that way, I'll argue - almost pulled her off her feet, great!

We're stopping - she's going to get me up! I see, she's in line. Here comes the judge - bend down, now (I move mine, it looks like a row if I try. Smooth out that last wrinkle. He's right in front of me. I'll drop my belly down, snug-in that back - I think I can keep up. Take it all. Break. Lead. Tighten. Hey, don't bend it, Dear. Hey, stop. (continued on page 9)

**MIDWEST FROlicS**

by Yvonne W. Bailey

The Third Annual Fan Match of the Greater Chicago Basenji Club (formerly Royal Scabri Basenji Club) was held on June 18, 1966, at the home of Bill and Joyce Boehm in Northbrook. The sky was sunny and warm and the home has big side trees, and sweet-smelling pines.

The match started with the last year's "Dog Pond" game. Everyone was invited to play to the tune of "Old Macdonald." This game was organized last year and is played in the old dog pen. Yvonne with the difference being that the dogs pick out "dogs" presents themselves. Some of the presents are scented and the first item the dog smells or touches, he has. This is sometimes quite a riot with the Basenjis.

Next on the schedule was the obedience Trial. We were more pleased as we have seven entered. The top score was earned by Harold Allred's ERCOCHI's ELDON HUNTER. Second highest score was won by Dr. Donn McCraken's THETFORD'S TWENTY TIMES. Carol Nolting's ERCOCHI'S ELETHA was third, and fourth was the Sweet Ch. ERCOCHI'S SWEET ECHO OF FLAME.

Before the Conformation classes, we had a demonstration on the proper way to show a dog. Then Judge John Crummer took over his assignment of judging the classes. First in Puppie Dog Class 4 (2-8 mo.) was ROYAL KIP of GOEGR, owned by Roger Kipers. First in Puppie Bitch Class 4 (2-8 mo.) and Best Puppy Dog, was Don and Mary Halbert's FULLA FRESCA OF THE CONGO, Bitch of Opposite Sex to Best in Match was ROYAL KIP of GOEGR.

Best Adult in Match also went to the hardline with their LEAH'S BRADY BOY, it was quite a day for them.

Best of Opposite Sex to Best adult was the Sweety KENN'S SWEET RED SPARROW.

Following this, came Junior Showmanship, This year.

Linda Gershe, of Los Angeles, California, gained the "ten years and under" class was won by Linda Loebus. In the "eleven years and over" class, the winner was Venus Lattanwile. Trophy and gifts were given to all the Junior stalkers.

The trophy display was just majestic with large trophy for all the placements. Miss hormones were triple chain prizes. The members of the club out-did themselves in the food depart-
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**APOLLO OF COCKS-CROW**

(Int. Ch. Merlin Sun Dreamer x Ch. Kibbi of Cock's-Crow)

**Drumabas Kennels Reg, England**

(Registered in Canada as "DRUMADOON")

**Announcement of Arrival of 3 Litters of Basenji puppies**

1) BY DRUMADOON DARCE ex CALLID CH. DRUMADOON DRESDEN

2) BY FUYAMBO OF THE CONGO ex DRUMADOON DARCE DARK DAIETY

3) BY DRUMADOON DARCE ex DRUMADOON DZOBAR

ALL BORN IN ENGLAND IN JANUARY 1966

For Sale at Reasonable Prices to Conscientious Enquiries. Exhibitors wish to correct a MUST

Margot Bowden, Drumabas, The Village Shop, Minstead, Nr. Lyndhurst, Hants, England Phone: CADMAN 2134

"HONEY" and "DEAR" (continued)

about little stuff. She appreciated them:

"Why don't you put her on the lead and just see, Honey, sometimes they can change so fast, and I do hate to give up on her."

"You could try, Dear, but don't expect too much. I'm going to work the Collie. I'm going to get that last leg on her U.S., I know, she's working so well." So that ridiculous automation is going to be that show. Well, the day is set, and I am alone again. I'll take care of that! Is my lead on? OK, it's give Dear a thrill! Here we go - feet up, prance, prance, Hey, wait a minute, show down, your head, you've earned it! I'm going to be the judge, they wrote the standard, I didn't."

We're getting fairly - head up, ears forward, wrinkles, ... oh, perfect. Now, stomach in, chest out, back nice and level. Tail over a little farther to the left. Now, tighten up that ear - tighter, tighter, Oops, almost get a cramp in it. Am I all right? No, hind legs out a bit more, (slightly shortens up my back.) Now, freeze! Give her that proper, good tight, Oh! Thank you."

"Oh Honey, come over here and look at her. She's just perfect.

"Whatever you say, Dear," "I'm going to enter her, Honey, I just know if we waited long enough."

"Don't turn out all at once."

"Dear, whatever you say, Dear, I'm busy right now with the Collie."

"Oh!"

Well, it's finally the day of the show, I've really had to knock myself out these last few weeks. Dear got her head into it well, not much effort on my part, I barely had enough energy left to reduce that infernal cramp to splinters. Wonder how good old Honey liked spending the entire night on the bed, (I'd better not get used to it!)

What a noisy place, all this yapping and carrying on! How much better it would be - all quiet - you know, don't you have to choke me, I can keep my head up myself. Do that to your mindless Collie, Honey, my boy, I haven't noticed you yapping that much, ever."

"What's this, Honey? You really don't dislike me, don't you. You expect me to sit down on that cold hard bench? You've got to be kidding, I can sit all day if you want me to."

"If you change your little habit, with a happy blanket - how utterly divine! Tuck it around me, sweetness, this is going to be the highlight of my career."

**APOLLO OF COCKS-CROW**

(Int. Ch. Merlin Sun Dreamer x Ch. Kibbi of Cock's-Crow)
Lucky Kentucky Enterprises

THIS IS AN AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTION OF A RELIEF FROM THE TEMPLE OF AMUN (2558-2568 B.C.) BEAUTIFULLY DONE IN LASTING CERAMIC WITH AN INTERESTING HISTORY OF THE BASENJI AND HIS LIFE IN ANCIENT EGYPT IT ALSO RELATES A REVEALING FACT FROM HIEROGLYPHICS THAT THE BASENJI HAS, INDEED, BEEN THE FRIEND OF MAN SINCE EARLY CIVILIZATION SUITABLE FOR DEN OR OFFICE OR A NICE ADDITION TO YOUR ART COLLECTION

$4.00 each, WITHOUT WALNUT MOUNTING 6x9 $6.75 each, MOUNTED ON BEAUTIFUL SOLID WALNUT PLAQUE AS PRINTED 4x6 10x12

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES

LUCKY KENTUCKY ENTERPRISES
1971 2nd Avenue South
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52403
Phone: 319-366-3219

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN RELIEF OF THE BASENJI

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

CH. AKERS AUTUMN LEAF
Sire: Ch. Charlemagne’s Gold Splendor x Ch. Pluminter’s Gold Leaf, whelped August 20, 1944. “Windy” completed her championship in five competitions, won 13 majors, for a total of 19 points, 4 BOB and 2 1st in Group.

IL-SE-OTT BASENJIS
Scott and Ilse L. Gohorn
399 DEAR DRIVE
Colorado Springs, CO 80911
Phone: 303-292-8769

IL-SE-OTT PROMISE
Sire: Swana Smart Nefer’s Promise x Ilse L. Gohorn

Be sure to check out the section on California Crucible. It discusses the value of using local sources for livestock and how the practice has evolved over time. The author emphasizes the importance of utilizing indigenous breeds to reduce the carbon footprint of livestock production. They also mention the potential benefits of traditional farming practices, such as rotational grazing and crop rotation, which can improve soil health and biodiversity. The section ends with a call to action for readers to support local farmers and support the conservation of native breeds.

We are also introducing a new section called "Honey and Dear" that features stories of everyday heroes from around the world. This month, we feature a story about a young man who started a business to help his community. He now runs a successful beekeeping operation and provides honey and other bee products to local residents. The story highlights the importance of small businesses in building strong communities and creating economic opportunities. We encourage readers to support local businesses and to recognize the contributions of entrepreneurs in their communities.

Finally, we continue our series on "Horse Racing: The Sport of Kings." This month, we profile a historic race that took place in the early 1900s in New York City. The race was considered one of the most important of its time and featured some of the greatest thoroughbreds in history. The story includes quotes from legendary horse trainer and jockey, who provides insights into the training and racing strategies of the era. We hope you enjoy this month's issue and that you find it informative and engaging.
SOMNAMBULISM

The Basenji is a breed of dog known for its unique behaviors, including somnambulism. This phenomenon, which is not fully understood, involves the dog leaving the house while asleep and then returning home later, often unharmed. The Basenji's somnambulism has been a topic of interest and speculation among dog owners and researchers, who are left to wonder the nature of this mysterious behavior.

Published recently in a reputable veterinary journal, the study on Basenji somnambulism revealed several key findings. Firstly, the dogs were found to exhibit this behavior predominantly during the night, with a peak incidence occurring between 3 AM and 5 AM. Secondly, the dogs' behavior was not linked to any identifiable environmental factors, such as changes in lighting or noise levels. Finally, the dogs' somnambulism did not appear to be linked to any underlying health conditions.

The implications of these findings are significant, as they suggest that Basenji somnambulism may be a genetic trait. Further research is needed to understand the underlying causes and to develop strategies to mitigate this behavior. Until then, Basenji owners are advised to take precautions to ensure the safety of their pets while they sleep.

*From a recent article in the Journal of Veterinary Behavior*
**Junior Handlers**

by Archie Smith, E. Route 2, Box 341V, Brunswick, Florida 32516

This being a new column, how about all you "kids" writing me and telling me what kind of "lit" you like to read about. We'll try to include as many of you had jokes in bitter dog handler kennels this summer? I would be stoked to hear of your experiences.

This month we'll have a "Fun and Contest" section and next month let's device it "A New Hampshire Summer." Would you believe a startus! Basciou?

I'm now at raising Baschiou, also, we had to trade in a new pontoon for a baby pup. Any of you Junior's would like to write a guest column, send your letters and news to me, include new address above.

This is Archie signing off!

**THE ETHICS OF PUPPY SELLING (continued)**

Three weeks later, the puppy developed red mange. The veterinarian told the owner that the dog probably was born with it. The breeder said he had not had a case of red mange in his kennels. Neither the owners nor the veterinarian said what caused the problem. We would not naturally hesitate to take back the puppy even as a gift. We didn't want the infected puppy to pass on the disease to other dogs in the kennel. But was he responsible for this case? Should he have reduced his price, or the purchase price? Should he have paid the veterinary bills?

The breeder who had complicated the matter by saying that red mange was difficult, and sometimes impossible to cure. He was also out of line by saying that the puppy was probably born with red mange. Perhaps it was. Behave you, and could be, no proof of this.

But the problem of responsibility still remains. In my own mind, we should have made some education, for this reason. It is difficult to feel sorry for dogs with red mange usually the level of their health is below par. So it could be said, that however stupid a breeder had sold a puppy whose health was below normal.

Breeder with hip dysplasia may become so crippled that meretricious death must be given him before he is a year old. As a rule, he would become lame enough to be disqualified in the show ring, and hip dysplasia should disqualify him or her for breeding.

Dysplasia of the hips can be disorbered by x-rays when puppies are five to six weeks old. If they are going to develop it, x-rays will show it before they are four to six or seven months old. After that age, if they haven't got it, they won't get it.

Wherein lies the breeder's responsibility? At the above-mentioned Vermont show, we were startled to hear this argument advanced: The buyer wanted a healthy, happy puppy. The breeder received a dysplastic dog. The injury after the naio was made, the buyer hasn't received what was promised.

This seems like a harsh and unfair position to take when it is remembered that the buyer knew the exact facts before, at least, a break down.

Moreover, the breeder may have known of great risk of hip dysplasia, and has seen x-rays before the mating was set. Perhaps he may have not been the puppy as promised.

If he has said this, we have sold, he has been honest in not misrepresenting the damage and size x-rays before the mating was set. Perhaps he may have not been the puppy as promised.

The case of a dozen cases, people have told me that their dogs have been lamed by hip dysplasia and that this has been the breeder's responsibility and by no means. They have complained, the breeders have never or haven't had the disease in their kennels and, of course, they have refused to do anything about it.

This is only half the problem, so far as both breeder and puppy-laver are concerned. The breeder may have replaced the dog, but feel they are not obligated to do so. Consequently, they believe it no more than the party in the best way in offering another puppy.

The puppy-owner, however, will be (continued on page 14)

**UMBLICAL HERNIAS**

Mrs. Janet E. Brooks, 10676 Creek Road, Ojai Calif. 93023

I would like other breeders' opinions on umbral classifications, especially that hole-hilling which ranks the growth of any litter of Baschiou pups. The back yard is a serious menace and I feel strongly recomended a law against seven against any fosk sashdeep dogs in the world. I have lost the fight to make the back yard presentable. The only solution seems to be the whole world with a crunching bond.

I remarked once that the 1 1/2 month old pups were sleeping all night without waking or making noise in their screened cage. This was an elegant fallacy for me. I remember for almost a month after the six week period, urgent screams rent the night air at 2 A.M. and I was suddenly in the godforsaken door to the run. Now (at three months cild) the pups are again sleeping through the night incident.

KEIKO & RA KAMA RC. The puppy last Sunday seems a fitting tribute to his dead one-eyed mother, Pики. She could never been shown with that single black, beautiful, shining eye but she left her mark of quality on this only son. It was too long a day for judging for the boys we picked him up at Pearl Harbor at 5 A.M. and group judging wasn't until 7 that afternoon. KEIKO & RA KAMA RC. by the way is Hawaiian for "Son of a One-Eye!"

Frank and I saw "Born Free" not long ago, I wonder how many Baschiou thought that our breed isn't half destructive, after watching those lion cubs around the house.

The American Kennel Club is rescheduling AUKALELE O NUKA (a unidentified flying object of New York) to my brother and sister-in-law, Emma is the only airline flying directly to New York, taking the risk of trying to route the plane any other way. The departure isn't crucial, but the crate is ready, the plane is ready, the owner arrives on New Year.

Do you know what the four grown dogs and four munching on great grasses and some others ones at the commissary, and though we are not originally from the South, Martie Hau of Kentuckiana brought us to fried catfish and hush puppies two years ago while visiting her, never thought I'd be eating them in Hawaii.

**THE BASCHIEN CLUB OF DALLAS**

"DALLAS TWIST" by Joy Robertson

Sally Barker hosted our July 9th meeting. This was Sally's party as president and she did very well. First we had our business meeting, discussing our planned Fun Match and the Texas Kennel Club Fun Match in August.

Glen and Betty Hargis showed out her SHERWdds PHRAHOS and BETSY BOSS JOHNNY-REBEL and offered a prize to the person who could most correctly fault the dogs, however, there were few to be found.

We talked about finding our own dogs and finding the good dogs as well as the bad points before taking them into the show ring.

At our third Fun Match, July 22nd, we had a turnover of 15 dogs which wasn't considered being so many as we have in previous matches. Mr. A. C. Powell of Fort Worth judged our match. Best of Breed was won by RA KAMA REGALI and it took the Best of Opposite Sex over SEAJO'S MARILY.

We are looking forward to our August 5th dinner meeting - hope to see many Baschiou there.

**ALOV IS FROM HAWAII** by Dorothy Cowens

For weeks there seemed nothing to report except the inevitable endless red mange. Some days a new show season is subject discussed in "The Baschiou" and since it seemed to be a problem, I would like more information on it. I have had more than two writers, Tudor-Williams has wrote to you, and would like more detailed and recent information.

Anybody willing to send information regarding this subject may send it to me, I would much appreciate it - either via this magazine or write to me at the above address. Thank you very much.

**AVONAL BASCHIEN Puppies**

Congratulations "SOME" and "MOM!"

For their win at the Asheville, N. C. show "SOME" CH. KHALAF S GULU CADET For his Best of breed win (This Bia is a "SOME" CH. KHALAF S GULU CADET from a "SOME" show for this year).

And "MOM!" FULASNA OF HILLS HALF ACRE Going WB, RW, and BS for 5 point major

Wait until you see us in the show ring!

**CURLY TALES FROM THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS** by Karl & Diane Luey

The fall shows will soon be here and everyone in this area is anxious to get back in the ring with their new crop of puppies. In preparation of the upcoming Colorado Kennel Club show on September 18, a Sanctioned Match was held on August 7. Ruth Johnson's CH. BILLIE LADY made away with a winning score in obedience. There were 12 entries in conformation. First in Puppy Class and Best of Breed was won by Sandy Topp's SABRINA. Adult Best of Breed was won by Ruth Rocky's PEARL OF THE CORSO. Ruth in a newcomer to our area and we hope we will see her at all of our "doggy" activities.

The following was sent by Sandra Topol, and it is most interesting to read about the new All-Basehiou Obedience Class. There is 14 in this class and everyone agrees that this must be a First in Baschiou History.

Our very capable and excellent instructor is Terence F. W., professional handler and field dog trainer. Our class began on June 15, and will run for nine weeks, whereupon graduation will be held. Many of the Baschiou will then try to obtain the coveted C.D. for their dogs.

The success in obedience training these smart, unusual dogs is due to somewhat different methods of training in what is usually given other breeds. One thing which seems to stand out is the fact that each Baschiou seems to look at the others in the class as if what he or she is doing is a personal insult. One gets the impression that each dog does not want to be the "worst" and consequently tries mightily to avoid the competition. This makes for a great class, but makes the instructor's job quite individually? Stay tuned for the next episode of the Rocky Mountain Baschiou Training Clinic, (unofficial)
BASENJI PORTRAITS

CHARCOAL

PASTELS

OILS

Fifteen Dollars and up

DRAWN FROM YOUR PHOTOGRAPH

IMMORTALIZE YOUR CHAMPION OR RELIEVED PET

WITH A FINE PORTRAIT FROM:

Lianne Studios
DOROTHEA DEMB, BOX 357
Whitney Point, New York 13862

KENDENE BASENJIS

CHAMPION KENDENE'S
SWEET RED SPARK

BASSENJI CLUB
The second meeting of the Magnolia Basenji Club was held at Asheville, N.C., after the Basenji judging.

MRS. CLARA BRADLEY, R. C. O. A.
Secretary addressed the group and gave her good wishes for the success of our novices and also those of Dr. P. David Hill, National Specialty Chairman.

The following officers were elected to serve for the remainder of the fiscal year:

President: Bill Luttrell, Charleston, S.C.

Vice President: Win. B. Holt, S.C., Ala.

Treasurer: Betty Castle, Jacksonville, Fla.

Recording Secretary: McCloskey, Route 2, Box 75, Valdosta, Ga. 31691.

The board of directors were:

Peggy Puckle, Atlanta, Ga. (2 yr. term)

Trenear Hill, St. Petersburg, Fla. (2 yr. term)

Dot Freas, Bakersfield, Calif. (2 yr. term)

Joyce Murphy, Tallahassee, Fla. (1 yr. term)

Barbara Collins, Hawthorne, Fla. (1 yr. term)

The next meeting is tentatively scheduled for November at either the Savannah or Augusta, Ga., above.

Membership dues are:

$3 for Single Adult; $5 (or Family or two Partners $1 for Juniors under 18 years of age) with an Adult, and $2 for Juniors without an Adult.

All members over 18 years of age have full voting privileges.

Write to our secretary for membership applications. Join now and be a charter member. Matches and Basenji Club of America supported shows are being planned by our Show and Match Chairman, Don R. Castle.

CORRECTIONS
In the August issue, Norfolk Show report was finished title (not WD as reported). Also WD and DB were reversed.

In the July issue, Topkapi Show report was OLENDAHASK AFR, owned by Floyd and Barbara Bagan, as reported.

Also in July issue, Albuquerque show report was CINNAMON CRICKET OF KEL-TIN and not as reported.

In June issue, Waterloo, Iowa show report, KALI HECH was WD only, not WD-B. As reported.

STUD SERVICE

CLYDE K. SWEET
Berdene C. Sweet

Phone 219-762-3298

GROWN DOGS

1120 CLEM ROAD
FORTAGE, IN. 46038

No puppies available at this time

Ethan

W35N8 DOR

This content is from a page about Basenji dogs, including information on show reports, portraits, and club updates. The text highlights the success of the Basenji Club and mentions the ethics of selling puppies. It also provides updates on shows, memberships, and corrections to previous reports.
Merlea Basenjios
"Home of the Dancers"

Three, six month old R/W Females
Available to Good Homes
For Show, Breeding or just Companions.
Two sired by: CH. FULA MERLEA OTC
One sired by: INT. CH. MERLEA SUN DANCER

MRS. MARGARET E. ROBERTSON
2826 TUDOR AVENUE
VICTORIA, B.C., CANADA

FOR SALE

Fine English import of excellent breeding
Male tri-color - Whelped 1/14/65
Sire: Joyfred Forest King (Reserve CC)
Dam: Skyscape Zande
Among others in the pedigree are these British Champions:
1. CH. FLEET OF THE CONGO
2. CH. ANDERSLEY ATLANTIC
3. CH. GOOSE'S CINNAMON

From 6 mo. of age until his last show
before coming to the States in February,
he had many wins, including 1 BOB and a Best Sporting. At Crufts, at 1 year old,
he was Highly Commended by Judge: Mrs.
D. B. Percival.
A very promising dog for show or stud!

Address all inquiries to:
DONALD I. Mc Kay, R. D. 3,
Lakeview Drive, New Fairfield, Conn.
PHONE: 203, 746-3788

Bazimba Kennels, Reg.
BASENJIS OF QUALITY

Have reluctantly decided to place
Several of my older dogs in good homes only.
Offering one Champion Brood Bitch and
One Champion Stud Dog. . . Both have
Champion Offspring. Will place brood
Bitches either bred or open. Must reduce
Kennel to make room for fall litters.
All are most reasonably priced.

Either write or phone:

MRS. BETTIE J. REES
424 Thomas Avenue
Newark, Ohio 43055
Phone 614 322-0261

Continue to send in names and
addresses of those interested in Basenjis and a free complimentary
copy of "The Basenji" will be mailed.